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Short biography (max. 50 words) 

Hussein Dia is Associate Professor at Swinburne University of Technology. He is a Civil Engineer with three 
decades of experience in smart urban mobility systems. He has worked extensively in collaboration with both 
the public and private sectors, including strong engagement with industry research programs. His research 
interests are in the convergence of technology, infrastructure and human elements in urban environments. His 
current work is focused on disruptive mobility and harnessing digital innovations to unlock low carbon mobility 
opportunities. Hussein is currently Chair of the Department of Civil Engineering and Program Leader in the 
Smart Cities Research Institute. He is a Chartered Professional Engineer, Fellow of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers, Fellow of Engineers Australia, and Fellow of the Institute of Transportation Engineers.  

 
 Research Field  

Intelligent infrastructure and smart mobility research 

 
Title of Presentation 

aiCities: When Artificial Intelligence Permeates the Modern City and Transforms Urban Life 

 
Presentation Synopsis (max. 100 words) 

Cities around the world are increasingly becoming a complex network of systems that are instrumented and 
interconnected. An “Internet of Things” comprising sensors and mobile devices all communicating with each 
other in real-time to enhance urban life and improve productivity and resilience. The convergence of the 
physical and digital worlds is creating unprecedented opportunities to enhance the lives of millions of people 
every day. Disruptive and emerging forces - including Artificial Intelligence, automated self-driving, on-demand 
sharing economy, data analytics and predictive intelligence are expected to change the urban landscape and 
provide citizens with more choices to improve the quality of their lives. The coming together of these trends, 
driven by innovations and fast pace developments in machine learning, smart sensors, intelligent assets and 
real-time analysis, is providing new opportunities to ‘sense the city’ and unlock operational innovations and 
access to high-quality services in transport, health, education, public safety and security, and other aspects of 
urban life. Through large-scale learning algorithms, reinforcement and deep learning, computer vision, data 
mining, neuromorphic computing and predictive analytics, smart city systems can help managers to monitor the 
performance of vital services and inform decision makers on how to manage city growth. This presentation 
describes how digital innovations are providing opportunities for real-time sensing of urban living, and draws on 
practical applications, case studies and modelling results to demonstrate the benefits. The presentation also 
discusses the implications of automation in the era of Artificial Intelligence, and provides a critical reflection on 
the policy principles which will be central to their success. 
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